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What We Thought Seven 
Years Ago

• “The problem of depression-prevention 
has been solved”

• AR(1) coefficient of 0.6

• Relatively small shocks



What We Thought Seven 
Years Ago

• The problem of ensuring anchored inflation expectations had not been 
solved, hence:

• Inflation targets

• Avoid even a whisper of a hint of fiscal dominance

• The problem of booms that produced excessively-high real wages and 
then classical unemployment had not been solved

• Hence need for “structural reform”

• The equity return premium told us the problem of mobilizing risk-bearing 
capacity had not been solved, nor had the problem of preventing 
financial-regulatory capture had not, hence

• Financial deregulation, and experimentation with modes of risk 
bearing



Were There Risks in This 
Neoliberal Strategy?

• East Asia 1997-8 seemed to suggest that there 
were:

• On the other hand: U.S.: 1987, 1991, 1998, 
2001

• Japan seemed a puzzle:

• But Japan is unusual

• And low π plus demography plus banking-
sector regulatory forbearance created 
unusual problems



Raghu Rajan (2005)

• Alan Blinder: “I’d like to defend Raghu... against the 
unremitting attack he is getting here for not being a 
sufficiently good Chicago economist.... These are extremely 
convex returns.... What can make it a systemic problem is 
herding,... or bigness.... If you are very close to the capital—
for example, if the trader is the capitalist—then you have 
internalized the problem. So, it may be that bigness has a 
lot to do with whatever systemic concerns we have. Thus, 
I’d draw a distinction between the giant organizations and 
the smaller hedge funds. Whether that thinking leads to a 
regulatory cure, I don’t know. In other domains, we know, 
bigness has been dealt with in a regulatory way.”



Raghu Rajan (2005)

• Armenio Fraga: “We are moving toward more complete markets. 
Presumably, this is a good thing... risk is going where it belongs.... 
Banks in the old days were paid to grow their loan books. I can’t 
think of a worse incentive.... Investment managers today, however 
risky their businesses may be, tend to care about their 
reputations and tend to have their money on the line.... I have a 
pretty easy time looking at funds and figuring out what they are 
doing. It is nearly impossible to know what the large financial 
institutions we have in this planet are doing these days.... Perhaps 
because of all this we see less of an impact of all these finan- cial 
accidents on the real economy now than we did see in the 1980s 
when it took years to clear markets, for banks to start lending 
again, and for the economies to start moving...”



The Housing Bubble



The U.S. Financial Crisis



The Spending 
Slowdown



The Catastrophe



The Catastrophe



The Quantity Theory of 
Money

• PY = MV(i), i broadly construed…

• p + y = m + v(i)

• d(p+y)/ = dm + (dv/di)(di/dm)dm + ... ?

• To make monetary expansion effective when the dv/
di in the second term is large, you need to do 
something to keep the side-effects of monetary 
expansion from reducing i and thus reducing v...

• But to talk about this you need a framework for 
thinking about the determinants of i broadly 
construed…



Savers and Bankers

• Karl Smith: S(Y, Y-T) = BL(Q,i,Δi,π)

• Q: loan quality (relative to the risk tolerance of the banking 
sector)

• Government debt issue supposed to raise average loan quality:

• Standard:

• Y = C(Y-T)+I(i+Δi-π+ρ) + G 

• S(Y,Y-T) = I(i+Δi-π+ρ) + [G-T]

• Does it in fact do so?



Stein-Feldstein-George
• Banks need to make 3%/yr on assets, thus will reach for yield--sell 

unhedged out-of-the-money puts to report profits

• Modal scenario is US Treasury interest rates normalize in five 
years

• Normalize not to 4%/yr but, with high debt, 6%/yr

• That’s a 36% capital loss on bank and shadow bank holdings of 
10-yr Treasuries--and other securities of equivalent duration.

• But...

• Is the best way to deal with a “bond bubble” really to load 
more of the risk of bubble collapse onto highly-leveraged 
institutions?

• Is the best way to take steps to reduce the fundamental value 
of assets that you fear might experience price declines?



Serious Doubts

• And there will always be serious doubts: John 
Stuart Mill:

• “What was affirmed by Cicero of all things with 
which philosophy is conversant, may be asserted 
without scruple of the subject of political 
economy--that there is no opinion so absurd as 
not to have been maintained by some person of 
reputation. There even appears to be on this 
subject a peculiar tenacity of error--a perpetual 
principle of resuscitation in slain absurdity…”



The Possible Futures I

• After “normalization”, three scenarios:

• Fiscal dominance: D/P = σY/(r-g), where σ is the 
maximum primary surplus share

• Hence: P = (r-g)D/(σY)



The Possible Futures II
• Financial repression to keep r < g

• Possibly flying under the false flag of 
“macroprudential” regulation

• Assisted by SWFs and other non-market actor 
investments

• “Normalization” of interest rates never comes—Japan 
multiple lost decades

• “Normalization” of interest rates never comes—a 
permanently-higher equity premium because patient 
and risk-averse savers demand safe assets, and do not 
trust investment banks plus rating agencies to produce 
them



Summoning the Confidence Fairy: Cutting 
the Deficit Is the Real Expansionary 

Policy



“Uncertainty”: Immaculate Crowding 
Out--but the Stock Market



Summoning the Inflation-Expectations 
Imp: Monetary Policy Is the Best



Open-Economy Multipliers



Opportunities?



Gnawing Away at the Logic
• Spend $1

• Gotta then finance (r-g)

• or then buy back the debt for cash and make sure that banks 
are happy holding the extra cash

• At worst, then, financing takes the form of:

• Δτ = (r-g) - τη ; (η = dYf/dG)

• g=2.5%/yr; τ=0.33; η=0.2 :: r > 9.1%/yr

• g=2.5%/yr; τ=0.33; η=0.1 :: r > 5.8%/yr

• g=2.5%/yr; τ=0.33; η=0.0 :: r > 2.5%/yr

• Gotta believe in some horrible “unknown unknown”

• Because you can always buy back the debt for cash, and can 
always make sure that banks are happy holding the extra cash 
via “financial repression”--which is not so bad on the hierarchy 
of economic catastrophes...



Reinhart-Reinhart-Rogoff: 
Debt and Subsequent Growth



Gnawing Away at the Reinhart-
Reinhart-Rogoff Coefficient

• Starts out at 0.06% point/year growth reduction from moving 
debt from 75% to 85% of annual GDP

• With a multiplier of 2.5 and a 10-year impact we’re 
comparing a transitory 25% of a year’s GDP boost to a 
permanent 0.6% decline

• Incorporate era and country effects: down to 0.3% points/year

• D/Y has a numerator and a denominator--to some degree high 
debt-to-annual-GDP is a sign that something is going wrong 
with growth

• We would expect high interest rates to discourage growth

• How much is left hen we consider countries with low interest 
rates where high debt-to-annual GDP is not driven by a slowly-
growing denominator? 0.02%/year for a 10% point increase in 
debt-to-annual-GDP? 0.01%/year?



Blanchard
• “The higher the debt, the higher the probability of 

default, the higher the spread on government bonds.... 
Higher uncertainty about debt sustainability, and 
accordingly about future inflation and future taxation, 
affects all decisions. I am struck at how limited our 
understanding is of these channels....”

• “At high levels of debt, there may well be two 
equilibria... A ‘bad equilibrium’’ in which rates are high, 
and, as a result, the interest burden is higher, and, in 
turn, the probability of default is higher.  When debt is 
very high, it may not take much of a change of heart 
by investors to move from the good to the bad 
equilibrium...”



Conclusion I
• Serious doubts

• Monetary policy needs to be made effective by...

• Summoning the confidence fairy, or...

• Summoning the inflation-expectations imp, or...

• Improving banker perceptions of average loan quality/risk tolerance...

• Without pushing the economy over into the land of unpleasant fiscal 
dominance

• DeLong and Summers (2012) is a strong argument that it shouldn’t for two 
reasons: (i) interest rates are absurdly low and (ii) the debt-to-annual-GDP 
ratio has a denominator

• And if interest rates start to rise governments are, as Reinhart and 
Sbrancia have so convincingly documented, adept at using 
“macroprudential regulation” to keep their borrowing costs low



Conclusion II

• DeLong and Summers (2012) is a strong argument that 
we shouldn’t kick over into unpleasant fiscal dominance 
for two reasons: (i) interest rates are absurdly low, and 
(ii) the debt-to-annual-GDP ratio has a denominator

• And if interest rates start to rise governments are, as 
Reinhart and Sbrancia have so convincingly 
documented, adept at using “macroprudential 
regulation” to keep their borrowing costs low

• But that markets shouldn’t doesn’t mean that they 
won’t.

• James Cayne had $1B riding on his and should have 
had control over Bear-Stearns’s derivatives book too... 


